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1. Introduction

Starting with ConfD 7.2, a FIPS mode feature has been introduced which can be useful for high security 
applications.  You can now ensure that ConfD is making use of FIPS compliant cryptographic features.  It 
is strongly recommended for ConfD users who are interested in pursuing FIPS compliance to migrate to 
ConfD 7.2.1 or later releases.  An earlier version of this application note which suggested to remove the 
non-FIPS compliant libcrypto functionalities from ConfD is no longer recommended.  The deprecated 
historical approach is left in this application note only for those who can’t or aren’t ready to upgrade to 
ConfD releases with FIPS mode support. However, it should be noted that in most cases it would be less 
effort to upgrade your ConfD version than it would be to invest in the deprecated solution. 

2. How to enable FIPS mode in ConfD

FIPS mode can be enabled in ConfD by using the following confd.conf setting:

/confdConfig/fipsMode/enabled (boolean) [false]
enabled is either ‘true’ or ‘false’. If ‘true’, FIPS mode is enabled.

To go along with enabling FIPS mode in confd.conf, crypto.so and libconfd need to be rebuilt and replaced 
in ConfD’s runtime environment.  This can be done by using the libconfd source package confd-<vsn>.
libconfd.tar.gz that is delivered with a ConfD distribution.

3. How to rebuild crypto.so and libconfd to work in FIPS mode

As described in the Advanced Topics section of the ConfD User Guide, ConfD depends on the OpenSSL 
libcrypto shared library for a number of cryptographic functions.  Currently, most ConfD releases are built 
with OpenSSL version 1.0.0 and thus require that the libcrypto library from this version to be present when 
ConfD is run. This libcrypto dependency is limited to only the libconfd library used by ConfD applications 
and the crypto.so shared object module that is used by the ConfD daemon as an interface to libcrypto.

If you wish to use a different version of libcrypto with ConfD, then you need to rebuild libconfd and crypto.
so following the directions discussed in the Advanced Topics Section of the ConfD User Guide and as 
discussed below.
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3.1 Build and install FIPS capable version of OpenSSL

In order to get a FIPS capable version of OpenSSL installed on your system, you will need 
to build it from source.  For OpenSSL 1.0.2 releases, you can find the build instructions at 
OpenSSL’s wiki site at:

https://wiki.openssl.org/index.php/FIPS_Library_and_Apache 

The versions as described in the above wiki site are fairly outdated.  The author has 
used the following versions of FIPS Object Module and OpenSSL in the Ubuntu 16.04.6 
environment:

openssl-fips-2.0.16
openssl-1.0.2s

The following is the output of the OpenSSL version information from this installation when 
prefix and openssldir for the config are specified as /usr/local/ssl:

$ /usr/local/ssl/bin/openssl version -a
OpenSSL 1.0.2s-fips  28 May 2019
built on: reproducible build, date unspecified
platform: linux-x86_64
options:  bn(64,64) rc4(16x,int) des(idx,cisc,16,int) 
idea(int) blowfish(idx)
compiler: gcc -I. -I.. -I../include  -fPIC -DOPENSSL_PIC 
-DOPENSSL_THREADS -D_REENTRANT -DDSO_DLFCN -DHAVE_DLFCN_H 
-Wa,—noexecstack -m64 -DL_ENDIAN -O3 -Wall -DOPENSSL_IA32_
SSE2 -DOPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT -DOPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT5 -DOPENSSL_
BN_ASM_GF2m -I/usr/local/ssl/fips-2.0/include -DRC4_ASM 
-DSHA1_ASM -DSHA256_ASM -DSHA512_ASM -DMD5_ASM -DAES_ASM 
-DVPAES_ASM -DBSAES_ASM -DWHIRLPOOL_ASM -DGHASH_ASM -DECP_
NISTZ256_ASM
OPENSSLDIR: “/usr/local/ssl”

3.2 Uncompress the libconfd tarball

Untar the libconfd tarball as follows:

$ tar xopf confd-<vsn>.libconfd.tar.gz

You will then see the following files and folders under libconfd:

$ ls libconfd/
Makefile        README        crypto         include        
lib        make         src
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3.3 Rebuild crypto.so

Follow the “Building the crypto interface module” section of the instructions in the top-
level README file. Here is an example of rebuilding crypto.so:

$ make FIPS_LIBCRYPTO=yes USE_SSL_DIR=/usr/local/ssl crypto
$ make install_crypto

The above assumes that confdrc has already been sourced to specify the installed 
location of ConfD and that a FIPS enabled OpenSSL is on your build machine.  This will 
rebuild crypto to work with the version of libcrypto on your system and place crypto.so in 
ConfD’s runtime environment.

3.4 Rebuild libconfd

Follow the “Building the libconfd library” sections of the instructions in the top-level 
README file. Here is an example of rebuilding libconfd:

$ make USE_SSL_DIR=/usr/local/ssl
$ make install

The above assumes that confdrc has already been sourced to specify the installed 
location of ConfD and that a FIPS enabled OpenSSL is on your build machine.  This will 
rebuild libconfd to work with the version of libcrypto on your system and place libconfd.so 
in ConfD’s runtime environment. 

3.5 Verify that ConfD is working correctly in FIPS mode

Make sure that the FIPS enabled OpenSSL is used on your target machine.  One way to 
do that is to modify the LD_LIBRARY_PATH variable to point to the correct version.  

Modify an existing example that comes with the ConfD distribution by setting /
confdConfig/fipsMode/enabled to true in confd.conf.

Since we know hmac-md5 is not a FIPS compliant hashing algorithm, the following test 
should fail:

$ ssh -p 2024 admin@localhost -m hmac-md5
Connection closed by 127.0.0.1 port 2024
$ cat audit.log

Nothing has been logged in audit.log as the SSH connection was denied.

If we specify the MAC algorithm to be hmac-sha1, then we should be able to establish a 
SSH connection to ConfD:

$ ssh -p 2024 admin@localhost -m hmac-sha1

admin connected from 127.0.0.1 using ssh on ubuntu
admin@ubuntu> exit
Connection to localhost closed.
$ cat audit.log
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<INFO> 27-Sep-2019::15:45:28.351 WAITAI-M-72J2 confd[51814]: 
audit user: admin/0 local authentication succeeded via cli 
from 127.0.0.1:61272 with ssh, member of groups: admin
...

You can also configure /confdConfig/ssh/algorithms/mac in confd.conf to limit the 
supported hashing algorithms for use with SSH in confd.conf to the ones that are FIPS 
compliant.  They include hmac-sha1, hmac2-sha256, and hmac2-sha512.  Once you have 
done that, you will get the following response instead when trying to connect with hamc-
md5:

$ ssh -p 2024 admin@localhost -m hmac-md5
Unable to negotiate with 127.0.0.1 port 2024: no matching MAC 
found.  Their offer: hmac-sha1,hmac-sha2-256,hmac-sha2-512

 
3.6 Change the cryptHash algorithm setting to be FIPS compliant

MD5 is a non-FIPS compliant hashing algorithm.   ConfD has built-in support of MD5 
which doesn’t go through crypto.so.  It is important to change the /confdConfig/
cryptHash/algorithm setting in confd.conf to be either sha-256 or sha-512.

4. Deprecated method to possibly achieve FIPS compliance 
for ConfD releases prior to 7.2

Note: If you are working with ConfD 7.2 or later releases, this section of the application 
note does NOT apply to you and you should ignore the contents of this section.  This 
section discusses the deprecated historical approach for version of ConfD prior to 7.2.

Prior to ConfD 7.2, ConfD in itself does not support FIPS.  This section of the application 
note describes how a customer may potentially achieve FIPS on their own using ConfD 
releases prior to 7.2.  However, this is not a supported feature.  It should be noted that 
in most cases it would be less effort to upgrade your ConfD version than it would be to 
invest in this deprecated solution.

For certain high security requirement applications, ConfD’s built-in crypto support, 
which is based on OpenSSL libcrypto, may not be sufficient.  In these cases, ConfD’s 
built-in crypto support can be removed and then replaced with external components 
which provide the appropriate crypto support.  This replacement makes use of ConfD’s 
existing mechanisms which were designed to allow the use of external components, e.g., 
OpenSSH instead of ConfD’s built-in SSH server.

In this section, we will examine how to remove ConfD’s built-in crypto support and make 
use of external components instead.  For the purposes of discussion, FIPS compliance is 
used as an example in this section. 
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ConfD releases prior to 7.2 cannot be configured for FIPS compliant mode support 
and don’t support using OpenSSL libcrypto in FIPS Operating Mode (FOM).   For FIPS 
validation and compliance review purposes, the built-in crypto functionality in ConfD 
should not be used and external FIPS certified components should be used instead. The 
external crypto components can be utilized using standard features of ConfD which were 
designed to enable using these external components.  To remove the built-in crypto 
functionality in ConfD, all of its libcrypto dependencies should be removed.  The two 
components in ConfD’s installation that will be affected are crypto.so and libconfd.

There are three main built-in crypto related features in ConfD that need to be 
reconfigured to use external FIPS compliant components.  They are SSH, SSL/TLS, and 
SNMP v3 support.  This document describes how to disable the built-in SSH server and 
replace it with an external SSH server such as OpenSSH in combination with the ConfD 
components confd_cli and netconf-subsys.  The built-in SSL/TLS support is replaced with 
an external SSL proxy such as a FIPS compliant stunnel or an external FIPS compliant 
Web server configured as reverse proxy.  In addition, an external FIPS compliant SNMP 
v3 server should is set up as a proxy agent to ConfD’s SNMP v1/v2c agent if SNMP v3 is 
being used in your application.

This also affects the authentication part of ConfD’s AAA support and the impact to this 
feature will be discussed.  In addition, other ConfD functionalities that deal with encrypted 
data types are also affected in this configuration and alternative solutions are described.

4.1 Disable libcrypto dependent features in ConfD

To disable the libcrypto dependency for the ConfD daemon, the built-in SSH, SSL, and 
SNMP v3 servers need to be disabled.  Additionally, use of encrypted strings, a Tail-f 
defined YANG data type, must be disabled.

4.1.1 Disable built-in support of SSH in ConfD

Disabling the internal SSH server consists of disabling SSH use by both the CLI and 
NETCONF.

SSH access to the CLI is disabled by setting it to false using the following setting in  
confd.conf:

/confdConfig/cli/ssh/enabled (boolean) [true]
enabled is either “true” or “false”. If “true” ConfD will use 
the built-in SSH server for the CLI.

Disable SSH transport for NETCONF by setting it to false using the following setting in 
confd.conf:

/confdConfig/netconf/transport/ssh/enabled (boolean) [true]
enabled is either “true” or “false”. If “true”, the NETCONF 
agent uses the built-in SSH server for transport service.
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4.1.2 Disable built-in support of SSL in ConfD

Disable SSL transport for the embedded web server by setting it to false using the 
following setting in confd.conf:

/confdConfig/webui/transport/ssl/enabled (boolean) [false]
enabled is either “true” or “false”. If “true”, the Web 
server uses the built-in SSL server as a transport service.

Keep in mind that the embedded web server is used by both the Web API and the 
RESTCONF server.

4.1.3 Disable built-in support of SNMP v3 in ConfD

If the SNMP Agent is being used (i.e. “/confdConfig/snmpAgent/enabled” is set to true), 
disable SNMP v3 support by setting the following configuration in confd.conf to false:

/confdConfig/snmpAgent/snmpVersions/v3 (boolean) [true]
Setting the value to true will enable SNMP v3 in the SNMP 
agent.

The host.pem is simply the concatenation of the host.key and host.cert files included in 
the ConfD release.

4.1.4 Disable built-in support of encrypted strings in ConfD

You must remove the /confdConfig/encryptedStrings section in confd.conf:

/confdConfig/encryptedStrings - container element
encryptedStrings defines keys used to encrypt strings adhering 
to the types tailf:des3-cbc-encryptedstring and tailf:aes-
cfb-128-encrypted-string as defined in the tailf-common YANG 
module, see the confd_types(3) manual page.

4.2 Remove non-FIPS compliant libcrypto dependency from ConfD

Next, the non-FIPS compliant libcrypto dependencies need to be removed.  The two 
components in ConfD that have libcrypto dependencies are crypto.so which is used by 
the ConfD daemon and libconfd which is used by the ConfD client applications. 

4.2.1 Rebuild crypto.so with FIPS mode enabled

Crypto.so is used by the ConfD daemon and it is built to dynamically link with libcrypto.  
With the changes made to confd.conf as described in the previous section, ConfD will no 
longer invoke non-FIPS compliant OpenSSL calls available through crypto.so.  However, 
there are other FIPS compliant calls (such as strong_rand_bytes()) being used by ConfD 
that require crypto.so. 
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To ensure that non-FIPS compliant OpenSSL calls are disabled in crypto.so, you need to 
enable FIPS mode in crypto.c which is included as part of the libconfd distribution.  The 
following changes should be added to the “static int init(ErlNifEnv* env, ERL_NIF_TERM 
load_info)” function definition (after the verify_lib_version() check call):

    if(!FIPS_mode_set(1))
    {
        PRINTF_ERR0(“CRYPTO: Call to FIPS_mode_set failed”);
        return 0;
    }

You can follow the instructions in the README file at the top level of libconfd after the 
libconfd tarball has been uncompressed to rebuild crypto.so with the above changes to 
crypto.c to work with a FIPS capable version of libcrypto and place the resulting crypto.so 
in your ConfD’s runtime environment.  Any access to OpenSSL low-level API calls which 
are non-FIPS compliant by the ConfD daemon will cause it to abort.

4.2.2 Remove libcrypto dependency in libconfd

libconfd is the ConfD client application library that is linked into all ConfD client 
applications, such as CDB subscriber and operational data provider applications.  The 
pre-built libconfd binary that is shipped in the ConfD distribution is dynamically linked 
with libcrypto to support the confd_decrypt() API call which is used to decrypt values of 
the Tail-f extension YANG types tailf:des3-cbc-encrypted-string and tailf:aes-cfb-128-
encrypted-string.  See the confd_lib_lib(3) manual page for more information).

ConfD is shipped with the source code for libconfd.  This enables building libconfd with 
the crypto functionality removed.  The instructions for building libconfd are contained 
in the README file at the top level of the source tree for libconfd.  In the sake of 
completeness, the DISABLE_CRYTO make variable needs to be set to “yes” by passing 
“DISABLE_CRYPTO=yes” to ‘make’ when rebuilding libconfd.  You should always check 
with the latest README file in the source tree for the proper procedure to rebuild libconfd 
without crypto support.

4.3. Use an external SSH server to replace ConfD’s built-in SSH server

Both NETCONF and CLI will need to be configured to use an external SSH server such as 
OpenSSH.  This will result in authentication being handled by OpenSSH and not ConfD.

4.3.1 Configuring NETCONF SSH support with OpenSSH

The procedure to use OpenSSH is described in ConfD User Guide chapter 15, “The 
NETCONF Server”, section 15.3.1, “Using OpenSSH”.  For completeness sake, this 
information is repeated here.
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ConfD is delivered with a program called netconf-subsys which is an OpenSSH 
subsystem program. It is invoked by the OpenSSH daemon after successful 
authentication and functions as a relay between the ssh daemon and ConfD. It reads data 
from the ssh daemon from standard input, and writes the data to ConfD over a loopback 
socket, and vice versa. This program is delivered as source code in $CONFD_DIR/src/
confd/netconf/netconf-subsys.c and can be modified to fit the needs of the application. 
For example, it could be modified to read the group names for a user from an external 
LDAP server.

When using OpenSSH, the users are authenticated by OpenSSH, i.e., the user names are 
not stored in ConfD. To use OpenSSH, compile the netconf-subsys program, and put the 
executable in, e.g., /usr/local/bin. Then, add the following line to the ssh daemon’s config 
file, sshd_config:

Subsystem     netconf   /usr/local/bin/netconf-subsys

The connection from netconf-subsys to ConfD can be arranged in one of two different ways:

1. Make sure ConfD is configured to listen to TCP traffic on localhost, port 2023, and 
disable SSH in confd.conf (see confd.conf(5) ). (Re)start sshd and ConfD. Or:  

2. Compile netconf-subsys to use a connection to the IPC port instead of the NETCONF  
TCP transport (see the netconf-subsys.c source for details), and disable both TCP and 
SSH in confd.conf . (Re)start sshd and ConfD.  This method may be preferable, since 
it makes it possible to use the IPC Access Check (see Section 28.6.2, “Restricting 
access to the IPC port”) to restrict the unauthenticated access to ConfD that is 
needed by netconf-subsys. 

By default, the netconf-subsys program sends the names of the UNIX groups the 
authenticated user belongs to.  To test this, make sure that ConfD is configured to give 
access to the group(s) the user belongs to. The easiest method for testing purposes is to 
give access to all groups.

4.3.2 Configuring CLI SSH support with OpenSSH

When CLI uses an external SSH server such as OpenSSH, confd_cli should be used as a 
user’s Linux login shell in /etc/passwd and possibly wrapped in a script if arguments need 
to be passed in.

confd_cli is a fairly small program (about 800 lines of C code) which is included in the 
ConfD distribution as both binary and source code (see $CONFD_DIR/src/confd/cli/
clistart.c).  When started, it sets the terminal in raw mode, connects to the ConfD daemon 
through a socket over the loopback interface, and sends the user name, the user’s 
groups, protocol, client IP address, terminal settings etc.

It is straightforward to modify the C program to send, for example, custom group 
information. The default behavior is to send the UNIX groups which the user belongs to.

Authentication is performed by OpenSSH prior to confd_cli being called.  It is important 
for the user name, user id, group id, and group names information to be passed in if they 
aren’t contained in the logged in user’s Linux environment settings(see the confd_cli(1) 
manual page).
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4.4. Use a SSL proxy to replace ConfD’s built-in SSL/TLS support

ConfD’s built-in SSL/TLS support should be replaced with an external SSL proxy such a 
FIPS compliant stunnel or an external FIPS compliant Web server configured as reverse 
proxy.  In the case of a reverse proxy, the basic authentication for RESTCONF and the 
WebAPI will continue to go through ConfD’s authentication mechanism.

 
4.4.1 Stunnel as ssl proxy

Stunnel is a proxy designed to add TLS encryption functionality to an existing server 
without any changes in the server’s code.  Stunnel uses the OpenSSL libcrypto library 
for cryptography, so it supports whatever cryptographic algorithms are compiled into the 
library. It can benefit from the FIPS 140-2 validation of the OpenSSL FIPS Object Module 
(FOM), as long as the building process meets its Security Policy.

The use of stunnel to secure the IPC communication between the ConfD daemon and 
ConfD client applications was previously described in the ConfD application note “Secure 
ConfD Client Application Communication”.  In this case, you only need to set up a stunnel 
server that accepts traffic on the SSL port such as ConfD’s default of 8888 and then 
forwards it to the http port (default of 8008) of ConfD’s embedded server.  An example 
snippet of the configuration file for stunnel will look as follows:

[confd-server]
accept  = 127.0.0.1:8888
connect = 127.0.0.1:8008
cert = /tmp/host.pem

The host.pem is simply the concatenation of the host.key and host.cert files included in 
the ConfD release.

4.4.2 External Web Server as reverse proxy

In certain scenarios, the web server has to be tweaked for performance, security, or just 
browser-compatibility purposes.  Such fine-grained tweaks are not supported by ConfD’s 
embedded web server and should be handled by installing a reverse proxy to handle 
these specific requirements.  Any FIPS compliant web server that supports https and 
reverse proxy can be used.   A widely used open source web server which can be used 
as a reverse proxy is NGINX.  

Https traffic going to NGINX when set up as a reverse proxy can be forwarded to the http 
port of ConfD’s embedded server, either for retrieving static or dynamic content, or for 
accessing the JSON-RPC API (Web API) or RESTCONF API.  You can find documentation 
on how to configure NGINX as a reverse proxy on the NGINX website at https://docs.
nginx.com/nginx/admin-guide/web-server/reverse-proxy/.  Utilizing this reverse proxy 
feature is completely transparent to ConfD’s embedded web server which is configured 
to serve only http traffic for this use case.
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4.5 Use a FIPS compliant SNMP proxy agent to support SNMP v3

A SNMP proxy agent is an application that can receive the SNMP protocol messages and 
then either process them directly or forward them to the final SNMP agent targets.  It will 
also receive response messages from the final SNMP agent targets and send them back 
to the message originator.  

In addition, a SNMP proxy agent can also translate SNMP messages between different 
versions of the SNMP protocol.  For example, it can translate between SNMP v3 messages 
being received and translate them to SNMP v1 or v2c messages to be sent to the SNMP 
agent targets.  The translation will also be done going back in the other direction.

There are both commercial and open source SNMP v3 proxy agent solutions available.

Net-SNMP is an open source solution that is available with FIPS patches.

To set up Net-SNMP as a proxy agent supporting SNMP v3, a couple of lines need to be 
added to its snmpd.conf configuration file.  To have it only forward SNMP v3 requests as 
SNMP v2c requests to ConfD’s SNMP agent, no coding is required.  ConfD’s support of 
SNMP v3 should be disabled as shown in section 2.3.  Net-SNMP’s proxy feature is being 
described at http://net-snmp.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Snmpd_proxy.

The configuration of Net-SNMP’s proxy feature is described in the manpages for SNMPD.
Examples (http://www.net-snmp.org/docs/man/snmpd.examples.html) and SNMPD.CONF 
(http://www.net-snmp.org/docs/man/snmpd.conf.html) under the “Proxy Support” section.

Appendix A of this application note contains an example of how to set up Net-SNMP as a 
proxy to ConfD’s SNMP v2c agent.

4.6 ConfD’s local authentication support

As passwords can no longer be hashed by the ConfD daemon, the built-in authentication 
support in ConfD cannot be used.

In the case of CLI and NETCONF access over OpenSSH, this will bypass ConfD’s 
authentication mechanism.  A FIPS compliant authentication mechanism will need to be 
determined and used.  Possibilities include Linux PAM and external authentication.

In the case of RESTCONF API access via ConfD’s web server (reverse proxied through 
NGINX), this will continue to go through ConfD’s authentication mechanism.  Again, 
ConfD’s local authentication mechanism can’t be used.  You are left with either Linux PAM 
or external authentication (such as RADIUS OR TACACS) as the possible choices. 

4.7 Other ConfD features affected

With the removal of the crypto functionalities from ConfD, this also impacts the two built-
in encrypted strings data types, the hashed data types, and the cli-history feature.
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4.7.1 The two built-in types tailf:des3-cbc-encrypted-string and tailf:aes-cfb-128-
encrypted-strings

Since the /confdConfig/encryptedStrings section has been removed from confd.conf, the 
two built-in data types of tailf:des3-cdc-encrypted-string and tailf:aes-cfb-128-encrypted-
strings can no longer be used.

If encrypted string data types are needed by your application, you can define your own 
encrypted data types in YANG.  You can encrypt/decrypt your data external to ConfD 
using FIPS compliant mechanisms and store the data in an external database using 
callpoints in your YANG model and implement data provider callbacks for them.  You can 
also define your encrypted data types using ConfD’s User-Defined types and they can 
be stored either in CDB or external database.  The external database API is described in 
Chapter 7 of the ConfD User Guide.  The USER-DEFINED TYPES feature is described in 
the confd_types(3) manual page.

4.7.2 Hashed values such as passwords

The built-in local authentication support cannot be used as data types including 
ianach:crypt-hash, tailf:sha-256-digest-string, and tailf:sha-512-digest-string are no longer 
supported.  What is specified in the confdConfig/cryptHash block in confd.conf will have 
no effect.

If FIPS compliant hashed data types are needed by your application, you can define 
your own hashed data types in YANG.  You can hash the data external to ConfD using 
FIPS compliant mechanisms and store the data in an external database using callpoints 
and implement data provider callbacks.  You can also define them using ConfD’s User-
Defined types and they can be stored either in CDB or external database.  The external 
database API is described in Chapter 7 of the ConfD User Guide.  The USER-DEFINED 
TYPES feature is described in the confd_types(3) manual page.

4.7.3 cli-history

Since the /confdConfig/encryptedStrings section has been removed from confd.conf, the 
cli-history will not be encrypted.
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5. Conclusion

This application note has examined how to set up ConfD 7.2 or later to run with FIPS 
mode enabled for use in high security applications which require stronger cryptographic 
support from FIPS capable versions of OpenSSL.  The previously suggested approach 
for earlier versions of ConfD of removing non-FIPS compliant OpenSSL API calls from 
libcrypto is now deprecated and should no longer be used. User should upgrade to 
ConfD 7.2.1 or later and use the FIPS mode feature.  

6. For More Information

For more information about ConfD, visit http://www.tail-f.com

For more detailed information about the ConfD features discussed in this application 
note, see the ConfD User Guide.
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Run snmpd:

Appendix

Example usage of Net-SNMP as proxy to ConfD’s SNMP v2c agent

ConfD can run with SNMP v2c accessible through localhost only while Net-SNMP is 
configured to support SNMP v3 with the desired authentication and encryption settings. 
Net-SNMP will then proxy to ConfD over SNMP v2c.  Here is an example with SHA 
authentication and AES encryption using the Net-SNMP 5.8.pre2 version. 

Quick demo using the examples.confd/snmpa/1-simple example and snmpd 5.8.pre2

 
./configure --enable-blumenthal-aes
...

$ snmpconf -g basic_setup
…

$ pwd
/home/tailf/confd-6.6/examples.confd/snmpa/1-simple
$ export MIBS=`pwd`/TAIL-F-TEST-MIB.mib
$ make all start
$  snmpd -v
NET-SNMP version:  5.8.pre2
$ killall snmpd

$ echo "proxy -v 2c -c public localhost:4000 .1.3.6.1.4.1.24961" >> ./snmpd.conf
$ echo "rocommunity public  localhost" >> ./snmpd.conf

$ echo "createUser confd6.6 SHA-512 \"confd6.6\" AES-256" >> /var/net-snmp/
snmpd.conf

$ snmpd -Le -c ./snmpd.conf
NET-SNMP version 5.8.pre2 

When you have downloaded the Net-SNMP 5.8.pre2 release, follow the INSTALL 
instructions, BUT do this at the configure step:

After installing your fresh Net-SNMP build:

Create some new config for a snmp v3 "confd6.6" user for example to a snmpd.conf file: 

Then patch it with something like this:

You can use, for example, the "net-snmp-config —create-snmpv3-user -a SHA-512 -x 
AES-256" tool here or just patch the /var/net-snmp/snmpd.conf:
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$ snmpgetnext -v 2c -c public localhost:4000 1.3.6.1.4.1.24961
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::numberOfServers.0 = INTEGER: 2

$ snmpgetnext -v 3 -u confd6.6 -l authPriv -a SHA-512 -A confd6.6 -x AES-256 
-X confd6.6 localhost:161 .1.3.6.1.4.1.24961
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::numberOfServers.0 = INTEGER: 2
$ snmpwalk -v 3 -u confd6.6 -l authPriv -a SHA-512 -A confd6.6 -x AES-256 -X 
confd6.6 localhost:161 .1.3.6.1.4.1.24961
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::numberOfServers.0 = INTEGER: 2
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::numberOfHosts.0 = INTEGER: 2
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::maxNumberOfServers.0 = INTEGER: 10
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::maxNumberOfHosts.0 = INTEGER: 10
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::hostEnabled."vega@tail-f.com" = INTEGER: false(2)
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::hostEnabled."saturn@tail-f.com" = INTEGER: true(1)
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::hostNumberOfServers."vega@tail-f.com" = INTEGER: 0
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::hostNumberOfServers."saturn@tail-f.com" = INTEGER: 2
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::hostRowStatus."vega@tail-f.com" = INTEGER: active(1)
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::hostRowStatus."saturn@tail-f.com" = INTEGER: active(1)
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::serverIP."saturn@tail-f.com"."ftp" = IpAddress: 192.168.0.1
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::serverIP."saturn@tail-f.com"."www" = IpAddress: 192.168.0.1
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::serverPortNumber."saturn@tail-f.com"."ftp" = INTEGER: 5001
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::serverPortNumber."saturn@tail-f.com"."www" = INTEGER: 5000
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::serverRowStatus."saturn@tail-f.com"."ftp" = INTEGER: ac-
tive(1)
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::serverRowStatus."saturn@tail-f.com"."www" = INTEGER: ac-
tive(1)
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::serviceHostName.192.168.0.1.5000 = STRING: saturn@tail-f.com
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::serviceHostName.192.168.0.1.5001 = STRING: saturn@tail-f.com
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::serviceServerName.192.168.0.1.5000 = STRING: www
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::serviceServerName.192.168.0.1.5001 = STRING: ftp
TAIL-F-TEST-MIB::extraDescr.0 = STRING: test description

First, get the number of servers directly from ConfD on port 4000:

Now, get the same data via the Net-SNMP proxy to ConfD:
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